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Abstract: Solar photovoltaic (PV) energy production is important in reducing global energy crises
since it is transportable, scalable, and highly customizable dependent on the needs of the industry
or end-user. In addition, compared to other renewable resources, photovoltaic systems can pro-
duce electricity without moving parts and have a long lifespan. Nevertheless, solar photovoltaic
(PV) systems provide intermittent output electricity with a nonlinear output voltage. Due to this
intermittent availability, PV installations are facing significant challenges. As a result, in PV power
systems, a Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT), a power extraction mechanism, is required to
assure maximum power delivery at any given moment. The main objective of this work is to study
the MPPT method of extracting the maximum power from photovoltaic modules under different
solar irradiation and temperatures. Several MPPT methods have been developed for photovoltaic
systems to achieve MPP, depending on weather conditions and applications, ranging from simple to
more complex methods. Among these methods, five techniques have been presented and compared
that are P&O perturbation and observation method, INC incremental conductance method, the ANN
neural network method, the open circuit voltage based neural network method FVCO, and the neural
network method at the base of FCC (short circuit current).

Keywords: MPPT; P&O; incremental conductance INC; ANN neural network method; FVCO method;
FCC neural network method

MSC: 37M05; 00A06

1. Introduction

The use of photovoltaic systems has become a popular method of electricity generation
because of its certificates, energy freedom, well-known technology, lack of maintenance,
and increased efficiency. In addition, photovoltaic systems can generate electricity without
moving parts and have a long life compared to other renewable resources. Changes in
atmospheric conditions cause the PV system to exhibit nonlinear characteristics. In addition,
in all weather conditions, the PV module has a point that can generate the maximum output
current and voltage; it is called the maximum power point (MPP).Therefore, it is essential
to control the photovoltaic module so that it works under its MPP. The main goal of MPPT
is to extract the maximum output power from the photovoltaic modules under different
solar rays and temperatures. Several MPPT methods have been developed for photovoltaic
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systems to achieve MPP, depending on weather conditions and applications, ranging from
simple to more complex methods [1–4]. Many MPPT methods have been discussed in the
literature: the Perturbation and Observation (P&O) method [2,5], incremental conductance
method (Inc Cond) [1], the fuzzy logic method [6,7], and the neural network method.
These methods can be compared by several characteristics: their simplicity, their cost, their
convergence efficiency, the application equipment, the number of sensors, etc. [8].

Yadav et al. [9] summarized the behavior of MPP under uniform and non-uniform
working conditions based on the performance comparison, and selected the best duty cycle
of MPPT technology recognized in the industry thanks to its algorithm.

It should also be able to track the global MPP under rapidly changing climatic condi-
tions. In order to track the maximum power point of solar cells under different operating
conditions, accurate electronic power equipment should be used. The comparison of indus-
trial methods requires a test bench that allows the study of the effect of changes of climatic
conditions, for instance illumination and temperature. Moutchou et al. [5] are currently
studying and simulating a photovoltaic system controlled by the MPPT method based on
the INC algorithm to control the DC/DC boost choppers. Moreover, they integrate the
control feedback (reverse thrust) in the P&O algorithm to improve the dynamic behavior
of the MPP tracking. The implementation of the INC algorithm in the electronic circuit
makes it possible to reproduce the real behavior of the photovoltaic system. Furthermore, it
allows the study of transient phenomena, and to provide control of the impact on the power
oscillation. The results specified in this work should be implemented in practice in order to
test the effects of changing climatic conditions, especially temperature and irradiation, on
the dynamic behavior of the proposed MPPT method. Yoganandini et al. [10] propose a
new design of MPPT, without using any form of complex design mechanism or including
any form of frequently used iterative methods. The proposed model is entirely focused on
the development of the algorithm, which uses voltage (open circuit), current (short circuit),
and maximum power inputs to obtain the peak power to be extracted from the battery. The
proposed system uses the law of diodes, where there is a single diode of junction, current,
resistance (in series), solar radiation, and temperature. The proposed system uses solar pa-
rameters and temperature as case studies to assess MPPT scores. The results of the method
proposed by this work are proven only by the simulation of the model of the photovoltaic
cell. Their findings are not implemented in practice to take into account the changes of
real surroundings conditions such as the variation in irradiation and temperature in order
to validate their dynamic response. MPP point tracking. Abayomi et al. [1] presented a
simulation of a PV system connected to the distribution network supplying a variable load.
It is also controlled by an incremental conductance algorithm (indCond) under various
weather conditions that vary rapidly. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed
method, the authors tested the PV system for both cases where the surplus or shortage of
the generated power occurs. The authors did not present other methods of controlling the
PV system and managing the excess power in order to compare them—for example, the
method of the ANN neural network allows the management of the PV system according to
the meteorological conditions. Obaidulah et al. [2] presented the MPPT control based on
the predictive P&O algorithm. They compared the results of the behavior of the system
with the method of the classical P&O algorithm under optimum conditions in order to
minimize fluctuations in the power generated by the PV system. The comparative study of
the predictive P&O method should also be done with other MPPT methods based on an
incremental conductance algorithm or network of neurons ANN. In order to highlight their
advantages and disadvantages of operation and study the characteristics such as speed,
stability, and precision (fluctuation), this comparison should be performed. Elahi et al. [11]
presented a study for the identification of the operating conditions of the PV system as well
as the effect of the variations of irradiation and charges by applying a comparative analysis
of the P&O algorithm, the PSO algorithm, the GWO algorithm, the FPA algorithm, and the
ChOA algorithm. The performance comparison of the different techniques have proved the
robustness of the ChOA method under the considered operating conditions. However, the
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effectiveness of the studied techniques under real operating conditions such as the change
of insolation and the variation of the charges are not considered in this work.

This research, which compares the five MPPT algorithms under specific operating
conditions, may be exploited and utilized as decision-making tools, ensuring that the right
algorithm is chosen for the right application. Moreover, this comparative study allows the
examination of the dynamic responses (electrical quantities Ppv, Vpv, and Ipv) while the
complexity of implementation of each algorithm is taken into account.

In this research, five MPPT algorithms are proposed and compared in different atmo-
spheric conditions: P&O method [2], IncCond method [1], a method based on the neural
network ANN [12], the method based on the open-circuit voltage and neural network FVCO,
and the method based on the short circuit current and FCC neural network. These algorithms
are widely used in photovoltaic systems because they are easily implemented. This paper
is made up of four parts: the first describes the PV system, the PV model, and the DC/DC
converter, the second part presents the declared MPPT algorithms, the third part focuses
on the implementation of the system energy and the implementation of commands in the
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment, and the last part of the study presents performance and
practical results.

2. PV System Modeling

Photovoltaic systems represent non-polluting sources of production. Despite their
costs, these systems are for the diet of the various structures of the electric network with
advanced control techniques. The studied system consists of a photovoltaic generator
and a DC/DC converter associated with the load. The block diagram of the independent
photovoltaic system is shown in Figure 1.

The studied system consists of a photovoltaic generator and a DC/DC converter
associated with the load. The PV system generates the electrical energy, the detailed charac-
teristics of the panel under standard conditions are depicted in Table 1. The characteristics
of the elements are described in Table 2. The DC/DC converter transforms the generated
energy while exploiting the cited algorithms (P&O, INC, ANN, FVCO and FCC) in its
command to extract maximum power.

Figure 1. Topology of the studied system.

Table 1. MSC-60 solar PV module specification.

Variable Value

Maximum power Pmax 60 W
Voltage Vmpp 16.25 V
Current Impp 3.7 A

Short circuit current Icc 3.95 A
Open circuit voltage Voc 19.2 V

Open circuit temperature coefficient Vco Kv −80 mV/°C
Short-circuit temperature coefficient Icc Ki 24 mA/°C

Number of cells 36
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Table 2. DC/DC converter element table.

Element Symbol Value

Coupling capacitor Cpv 870µF
Coil L 36 mH

Load coupling capacitor C 670µF
Junction diode D Ref:1N4148W
Power switch IGBT Ref:IGBT

2.1. Modeling and Characteristics of the PV Generator

The model of the photovoltaic generator is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. PV module real electrical circuit.

The current Ipv delivered by the photovoltaic generator is described as follows:

Ipv = Icc − I0.(exp(q.
Vpv + Rs.Ipv

A.K.T
)− 1)− Vpv + Rs.Ipv

Rsh
(1)

where Ipv is current output, Vpv is voltage output of the solar PV cell, the electron charge is
(q = 1.6 × 10−19), the constant the diode ideality (quality) factor and typically 1 < A < 2,
the Boltzmann constant is (K = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K), (Rs) is the series resistance describing
the resistive losses of the PV, and (Rsh) is the shunt resistance that describes the leakage
losses of the junction.

The short-circuit current Icc/G at sunshine G is governed by

Icc/G =
G
G0

.Icc/G0 (2)

where G0 is the standard operating sunshine, which is, in our case, G0 = 1000 W/m2.
The following figures show the characteristics of the photovoltaic panel.
The two graphs in Figures 3 and 4 present the influence of the variation of the insola-

tion, and, at a constant temperature on the behavior of the photovoltaic panel where the
maximum power charged Pmpp increases following the increase of the insolation, the Vco
open circuit voltage is little influenced by this insolation variation, yet the short circuit
current Icc is influenced, which is presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Ppv = f(Vpv) of the PV Generator.

Figure 4. Ipv = f(Vpv) of the PV Generator.

The characteristics of the panel under standard conditions G = 1000 W/m2 and
T = 25 °C are shown in Table 1.

2.2. DC/DC Converter Block Diagram

The synoptic diagram of the Boost converter is shown in the following Figure 5.

Figure 5. Block diagram of the Boost DC/DC converter.

The DC/DC converter is constituted by:

• A power switch T controlled by a PWM signal generated by the MPPT algorithms.
• Cpv and Cs capacitor respectively allow the maintenance of the Vpv input voltage input

voltage and the output voltage Vs.
• Inductance L minimizes the ripple of the current debited at the load.
• The diode D ensures the unidirectional continuity of the current of the photovoltaic

source towards the load.
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3. Overview of the MPPT Algorithms Offered

The best solution to extract the maximum MPPT power from PV arrays is to extract the
maximum power by applying several algorithms proposed in this article, which include the
P&O perturbation and observation algorithm and the IncCond incremental conductance
algorithm, method on the basis of the ANN neural network, the open-circuit voltage-
based method and FVCO neural network, and the short-circuit current method and FCC
neural network.

3.1. MPPT Method Based on the P&O Algorithm

The method based on the P&O algorithm includes the disturbance of the voltage Vpv
and the observation of its influence on the direction of development of the power Ppv, the
analysis of the behavior of the photovoltaic generator, and the extraction maximum power
as shown in Figure 6 by explaining the principle of the MPPT method based on the P&O
algorithm described [2].

Figure 6. Perturb and observe Method P&O.

3.1.1. P&O Disturbance and Observation Method

The P&O method consists of varying the Vpv voltage to obtain the Vmpp voltage for
extracting the maximum Pmpp power. The method requires a measure of Vpv voltage and
the Ipv current; the implementation is relatively simple. The course of the P&O algorithm
is described by the following steps:

1. Measure V(k) and I(K).
2. Calculate P(K) = V(K) ∗ I(K), ∆P(k) = P(k)− P(k− 1) and ∆V(k) = V(k)−V(k− 1).

Referring to Figure 6 is as follows.
3. If (∆P(k) > 0) & (∆V(k) > 0), we increase the duty cycle D.
4. If (∆P(k) > 0) & (∆V(k) < 0), we decrease the duty cycle D.
5. If (∆P(k) < 0) & (∆V(k) > 0), we decrease the duty cycle D.
6. If (∆P(k) < 0) & (∆V(k) < 0), we increase the duty cycle D.

The following Figure 7 describes the flowchart of the P&O algorithm [6].
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Figure 7. Flowchart of the P&O algorithm of the MPPT method.

3.1.2. MPPT Method Based on the INC Algorithm

The INC algorithm of the MPPT method consists of ensuring the minimization of the
quantity 4Ipv

4Vpv
+

Ipv
Vpv
→ 0.

• Measure V(k) and I(K).
Calculate P(K) = V(K) ∗ I(K), ∆I(k) = I(k)− I(k− 1) and ∆V(k) = V(k)−V(k− 1).

• If (∆V(k) 6= 0 ) & ( ∆I(k)
∆V(k) +

I(k)
V(k) = 0), we keep the duty cycle D.

• If (∆V(k) 6= 0 ) & ( ∆I(k)
∆V(k) +

I(k)
V(k) 6= 0) & ∆I(k) > 0, we increase the duty cycle D.

• If (∆V(k) 6= 0 ) & ( ∆I(k)
∆V(k) +

I(k)
V(k) 6= 0) & ∆I(k) < 0, we decrease the duty cycle D.

• If (∆V(k) = 0 ) & (∆I(k) = 0 ), we increase the duty cycle D.
• If (∆V(k) = 0 ) & (∆I(k) 6= 0 ), we decrease the duty cycle D.

The flowchart of the INC algorithm is presented in the following Figure 8 [1].

Figure 8. Flowchart of the INC algorithm of the MPPT method.

3.2. MPPT Methods Based on the Neural Network

The synoptic diagram of the MPPT controller based on the neural network is shown
in the following Figure 9.
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Figure 9. MPPT ANN controller block diagram.

3.2.1. ANN Method

The ANN method controller reaches the Vmpp voltage corresponding to the maximum
Pmpp power:

• Measure V(k).
• If (V(k)−Vmpp ≥ 0), we increase the duty cycle D.
• If (V(k)−Vmpp < 0), we decrease the duty cycle D.

The flowchart of the neural networks based MPPT algorithm is depicted in the
Figure 10 [13,14].

Figure 10. Flowchart of the ANN algorithm of the MPPT method.

3.2.2. ANN FVCO Method

The ANN FVCO controller reaches the Vmpp = K.VCO voltage to extract Pmpp.

• Measure V(k).
• If (V(k)− k.Vco ≥ 0), we increase the duty cycle D.
• If (V(k)− k.Vco < 0), we decrease the duty cycle D.

The ANN FVCO method is described by the flowchart in the Figure 11 [13,15].

Figure 11. Flowchart of the ANN FVCO MPPT method algorithm.
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3.2.3. ANN FCC Method

The ANN FCC controller ensures Pmpp extraction by feeding the load by the Impp =
K.ICC current:

• Measure I(k).
• If (I(k)− k.Icc ≥ 0), we increase the duty cycle D.
• If (I(k)− k.Icc < 0), we decrease the duty cycle D.

The ANN FCC method is described by the flowchart in the following Figure 12 [13,16].

Figure 12. Flowchart of the ANN FCC MPPT method algorithm.

4. Design and Implementation of the PV System

The PV system consists of a power unit that is a DC/DC converter supplying the load
and a control unit consisting of an RS232 interface element connected to the computer via
MATLAB/Simulink and an energy block consisting of the current sensor and voltage sensor.

4.1. Power Block

The test bench shown in the following Figure 13 is constituted by an interface circuit
(two ARDINO cards), an ACS712 current sensor, a voltage sensor, a DC/DC converter, and
a resistive load [16,17].

Figure 13. The proposed photovoltaic circuit.

The synoptic of the power block of the synoptic test bench is presented in the following
Figure 14 is represented by a DC/DC converter and the output interface.
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Figure 14. Synoptic of the system.

The experimental test bench is represented in the synoptic architecture of the system
by a solar panel, an interface card for acquiring the Ipv current, Vpv voltage, and receiving
the PWM signal regulating the power switch of the DC/DC converter to extract Pmpp
power [18,19].

Table 2 illustrates the values of the elements of the converter.
The following equations describe the operation of the presented DC/DC converter.

Cs.
dvch
dt

+
vch
R

= (1− α).ipv (3)

The Vpv described by

vpv = L
dipv

dt
+ (1− α).Vch (4)

α is the PWM duty cycle generated by the MATLAB interface. The switching frequency
is f = 1 kHz.

The implemented MPPT methods control the power switch by providing the optimum
duty cycle to ensure the delivery of the maximum power extracted from the photovoltaic
panel to the load [19,20].

4.2. Energy Block

The energy block consists of the current sensor ACS712 and the voltage sensor de-
signed by a voltage divider in PCB described by the following Figure 15.

Figure 15. Divider voltage sensor.

The voltage of the photovoltaic panel is described by the following equation:

Vpv = (1 +
R1

R2
).Vout (5)
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5. Performance and Results

The resistive load value is R = 25 Ω.
The study focuses on the study of the behavior of the photovoltaic system in five

successive days in September and, each time we apply an MPPT control algorithm, we
illustrate the results in the following Tables 3–7.

Table 3. Control by the P&O algorithm.

Time E (W/m2) T (◦C)
Ppv (W)
Direct

Coupling

Vmpp (V)
MPP

Coupling

Pmpp (W)
MPP

Coupling

10 h 750 25 14.24 17.5 46
11 h 1000 27 14.38 16.15 58
13 h 1100 27 14.24 15.85 61
15 h 900 27 14.08 16 53
17 h 700 25 14.13 16.85 42

Table 4. Control by the INC algorithm.

Time E (W/m2) T (◦C)
Ppv (W)
Direct

Coupling

Vmpp (V)
MPP

Coupling

Pmpp (W)
MPP

Coupling

10 h 750 25 14.24 16.77 48
11 h 1000 27 14.38 16.14 58
13 h 1100 27 14.24 16.62 64
15 h 900 27 14.08 16.6 54
17 h 700 25 14.13 17.55 41

Table 5. Control by the ANN algorithm.

Time E (W/m2) T (◦C)
Ppv (W)
Direct

Coupling

Vmpp (V)
MPP

Coupling

Pmpp (W)
MPP

Coupling

10 h 750 25 14.24 15.9 48
11 h 1000 27 14.38 16.1 60
13 h 1100 27 14.24 16.62 63
15 h 900 27 14.08 16.62 53.5
17 h 700 25 14.13 16.64 45.8

Table 6. Control by the FVCO algorithm.

Time E (W/m2) T (◦C)
Ppv (W)
Direct

Coupling

Vmpp (V)
MPP

Coupling

Pmpp (W)
MPP

Coupling

10 h 750 25 14.24 15.92 48
11 h 1000 27 14.38 16.12 60
13 h 1100 27 14.24 16.62 64
15 h 900 27 14.08 15.5 54
17 h 700 25 14.13 15.54 46.3
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Table 7. Control by the FCC algorithm.

Time E (W/m2) T (◦C)
Ppv (W)
Direct

Coupling

Vmpp (V)
MPP

Coupling

Pmpp (W)
MPP

Coupling

10 h 750 25 14.24 17 48
11 h 1000 27 14.38 16.14 60
13 h 1100 27 14.24 16.62 64
15 h 900 27 14.08 15.5 54
17 h 700 25 14.13 17.33 46.3

The measured results of the preceding tables will be represented by histograms pre-
sented in Figure 16 in order to facilitate the comparison of the different methods.

Version March 23, 2022 submitted to Journal Not Specified 13 of 15
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Figure 16. Extracted power by different MPPT algorithms.

Visualization of PV System Characteristics

The characteristics of the generator (Ppv & Vpv) in a sunny condition such as G = 1100 W/m2

and the temperature T = 27 ◦C. The visualizations are represented by the following
Figures 17 and 18.

In agreement with the simulation curves of the MPPT algorithms presented by the
Figures 17 and 18 clearly showing that all the algorithms mentioned converge towards the
maximum desired power, we also note that the power Pmpp varies according to the MPPT
method applied to the converter command, we notice that 59 W ≤ Pmpp ≤ 67 W; the power
is of the order of 67 W when the P&O or INC or ANN methods are not applied, and it
will be of the order of 59 W if the MPPT FVCO or FCC command is applied. The average
time of reaching the permanent response of the PV system controlled by the algorithms
P&O and INC is of the order of 0.3 s, while the algorithms based on the neuron network
ensure a permanent response after 0.6 s. Moreover, it can be concluded that all algorithms
converge, except the FCC algorithm presents the highest oscillations to reach the permanent
response in power. We present a summary table allowing the comparison of the different
algorithms applied.
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Figure 17. Ppv at 3:00 p.m., third time of the day.

Figure 18. Vpv at 3:00 p.m., third time of the day.

The summary of the the comparison of the five methods presented in the Table 8.

Table 8. Summary table of the comparison of the five methods mentioned.

MPPT
Algorithm P&O INC ANN FVCO FCC

Precision 98% 98% 98% 92% 93%
Convergence

speed Fast Fast Modest Modest Slow

Time of the
convergence
(90% Pmpp)

0.2 s 0.3 s 0.8 s 0.7 s 0.7 s

Sensor type Voltage and
current

Voltage and
current Voltage Voltage Current

Identification
of panel

parameters

Not
necessary

Not
necessary voltage Vmpp

Open circuit
voltage Vco

Short circuit
current Icc

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

This article presents the model of the photovoltaic generator which uses different MPP
tracking algorithms under different weather conditions in order to compare the behavior of
the system (a photovoltaic panel and DC/DC converter).
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Moreover, it was found that the FCC algorithm presents an oscillation solution with 1
s duration. As a conclusion, the choice of the appropriate algorithm to apply depends on
the required speed and precision. This study was based on a realistic implementation to
simulate the performance of these algorithms under real operating conditions.

As perspectives, the proposed algorithms will be implemented in control cards STM
32 of hybrid system converters to improve their performance compared to the application
of conventional methods. Moreover, the reliability of these techniques will be tested under
real weather conditions that highly affect the PV system performance. Furthermore, in
future, the model will be improved by implementing the economic parameters so that the
cost-effective technical study will be taken into account during algorithms comparison.
In addition, we will study the efficiency of the injection of the power in the network by
applying the proposed techniques.
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